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!
If the universe is a 
quantum mechanical 
system it has a 
quantum state. 
 What is it?

A Quantum Universe

A theory of the 
quantum state is the 
objective of
Quantum Cosmology.



No State --- No Predictions

• The probability p at time t of an alternative 
represented by a projection P(t) (e.g a range of 
position) in a state          is:  

• If we don’t have the operator P and both H and 
the state         there are no probabilities and no 
predictions. 

|!!

|!!

p = ||P (t)|!!||2

P (t) = eiHt/!P (0)e!iHt/!
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Contemporary Final Theories
Have Two Parts

Which regularities of the universe come 
mostly from H and which from ψ ?

H !
An unfinished task of unification?



•classical dynamics

•laboratory experiment eg 
CERN. 

•classical spacetime

•early homo/iso +inflation

•fluctuations in ground state

•arrows of time

•CMB, large scale structure

•isolated systems

•topology of spacetime

•num. of large and small dims.

•num. of time dimensions

•coupling consts. eff. theories 
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How successful is the NBWF 
in explaining these features?
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What is the meaning of `Success’

• A final theory (H, ψ) predicts probabilities p(hist) for 
alternative histories of the universe --- alternative 
spacetimes, field configurations observers, etc.  
(Bottom-up probabilities)

• A theory (H,ψ) is successful when it predicts high 
probabilities for the history of the universe that we 
observe. These are conditioned on the observational 
situation p(hist|us). (Top-down probabilities)

• The most probable history from p(hist) may be very 
different from that from p(hist|us). 

Hawking and Hertog



Rules of Thumb for TD Probabilities

• If the universes in the classical ensemble are small 
enough that we are rare in each: 

p(!n, · · · , !1) = ||P!n
(tn) · · ·P!1

(t1)|!!||2

p(!1) =
!

!n,··· ,!2

p(!n, · · · , !1) = ||P!1
(t1)|!!||2

|| · · ·P!n
(tn) · · ·P!1

(t1)|!!||2 = 0

|!!

{P!(t)}

{"!}

p(WS Cobs
" ) =

"

d"0 p(Cobs
" |"0)p("0)

V = (1/2)m2"2

p(hist|us) = (TDfactor) " p(hist)

(TD factor) # (volume of reheating surface)

(TD factor) = 1
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• If the universes in the classical ensemble are so  
big that we are common in each: 

p(!n, · · · , !1) = ||P!n
(tn) · · ·P!1

(t1)|!!||2

p(!1) =
!

!n,··· ,!2

p(!n, · · · , !1) = ||P!1
(t1)|!!||2

|| · · ·P!n
(tn) · · ·P!1

(t1)|!!||2 = 0

|!!

{P!(t)}

{"!}

p(WS Cobs
" ) =

"

d"0 p(Cobs
" |"0)p("0)

V = (1/2)m2"2

p(hist|us) = (TDfactor) " p(hist)

(TD factor) # (volume of reheating surface)

(TD factor) = 1
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(volume weighting --- favors inflation) (Page, Hawking)
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Two Themes

• A Quantum Universe:  Treat the universe and 
everything in it quantum mechanically. 

• Focus on probabilities for observations in our 
Hubble volume and coarse-grain over everything 
outside our past light cone.  (Quantum mechanics 
makes that feasible.) 

fluctuations and backgrounds
observers as physical systems within the universe. 



Limitations of This Talk
• Assume spacetime geometry is a  quantum mechanical 

variable (no dual description as in Hertog talk) 

• Assume usual quantum mechanics (the generalized 
decoherent histories quantum mechanics of spacetime 
geometry.) (no emergent complex structure Gibbons).

• Assume usual quantum mechanics. The state supplies the 
measure for prediction (no further postulated measure 
needed.)

• Concentrate on the predictions for classcal histories in 
the semiclassical approximation. (No resolution of Page-
Susskind challenges.)

• No Supersymmetry (D’Eath)



Limitations of This Talk
• Assume spacetime geometry is a  quantum mechanical 

variable (no dual description as in Hertog talk) 

• Assume usual quantum mechanics (the generalized 
decoherent histories quantum mechanics of spacetime 
geometry.) (no emergent complex structure Gibbons).

• Assume usual quantum mechanics. The state supplies the 
measure for prediction (no further postulated measure 
needed.)

• Concentrate on the predictions for classcal histories in 
the semiclassical approximation. (No resolution of Page-
Susskind challenges.)

• No Supersymmetry (D’Eath)
This is neither a review talk,

 nor a critical talk! 



The state is not an initial 
condition 

Wave Functions of the Universe
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The state is not an initial 
condition 

Wave Functions of the Universe

It predicts probabilities for 
all possible alternative 4-d 
histories of the universe --- 

what went on then
what goes on now

what will go on in the 
future.  !



this is a text b

Wave Functions for the Universe
(minisuperspace models)

Geometry:  Homogeneous, isotropic, closed.  are defined as follows:

ds2 = (3/!)
!

N2(!)d!2 + a2(!)d"2
3

"

(4.3)

where d"2
3 is the round metric on the unit three-sphere. With these conventions neither

the scale factor a(!), nor the lapse N(!), nor any of the coordinates carry dimensions. The

scaling of the metric used here is di#erent from that employed in [5], as are others in this

paper, but they prove convenient for simplifying the numerical work.

It proves convenient to introduce dimensionless measures H , ", and µ of !, $, and m

respectively as follows:

H2 ! !/(3m2
p), (4.4a)

" ! (4#/3)1/2$/mp, (4.4b)

µ ! (3/!)1/2m. (4.4c)

The scaling for H was chosen so that the scale factor of a classical inflating universe is

proportional to exp(Hmpt) — the usual definition of H . The other scalings were chosen to

make the action simple. In these variables the Euclidean action takes the following simple

form:

I[a(!), "(!)] =
3#

4H2

# 1

0

d!N

$

"a

%

a!

N

&2

" a + a3 + a3

'

%

"!

N

&2

+ µ2"2

()

(4.5)

where ! denotes d/d! and the surface terms in (4.1) have been chosen to eliminate second

derivatives. The center of symmetry (informally referred to as the ‘south pole’ SP) and the

boundary of the manifold M have arbitrarily been labeled by coordinates ! = 0 and ! = 1

respectively.

Three equations follow from extremizing the action with respect to N , ", and a. They

imply the following equivalent relations:

%

a!

N

&2

" 1 + a2 + a2

'

"

%

"!

N

&2

+ µ2"2

(

= 0 (4.6a)

1

a3N

%

a3 "!

N

&!

" µ2" = 0, (4.6b)

1

N

%

a!

N

&!

+ 2a

%

"!

N

&2

+ a(1 + µ2"2) = 0 . (4.6c)

These three equations are not independent. The first of them is the Hamiltonian constraint.

From it, and any of the other two, the third follows.
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Matter:  cosmological constant plus scalar field 

! = !(b, !)! = !(x, t)



Hawking’s No-Boundary Wave Function
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!
C
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No H to be a lowest eigenvalue of,  
for a closed universe H = 0

 The integral is over all                   which are regular 
on a disk and match the           on its boundary.  
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Hawking’s No-Boundary Wave Function

                                                                                                
                                                                                 .
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!
C

"N"a"# exp("I[N($), a($), #($)]/h̄)

Cosmological analog of ground state

No H to be a lowest eigenvalue of,  
for a closed universe H = 0

Euclidean sum over all four 
geometries with one boundary 
for the arguments of the wave 
function and no other. 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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 The integral is over all                   which are regular 
on a disk and match the           on its boundary.  

(a(!), "(!))
(b, !)

A more precise definition of the NBWF may be 
possible using AdS/CFT dualities.

(Horowitz, Maldacena, Hertog talk. )



Departures from Symmetry Cost Action and
Decrease Bottom-Up Probabilities

anisotropies, 
inhomogeneities

bubbles
inflation

observers

Departures from Symmetry that Increase Volume
Increase Top-Down Probabilities

 inhomogeneities
bubbles

eternal inflation



Departures from Symmetry Cost Action and
Decrease Bottom-Up Probabilities

anisotropies, 
inhomogeneities

bubbles
inflation

observers

Departures from Symmetry that Increase Volume
Increase Top-Down Probabilities

 inhomogeneities
bubbles

eternal inflation

Probabilities for observation are a balance between these.



•classical spacetime

•early homo/iso w. inflation

•fluctuations start in ground state

•arrows of time

•CMB, large scale structure

•isolated systems, separation of Planck scale

•topology of spacetime

•num. of large and small dims.

•num. of time dimensions

•coupling consts. of effective theories 
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.
Not all classical spacetimes predicted

The NBWF in the semiclassical approximation:

In quantum cosmology states are represented by wave functions on the superspace of

three-geometries and spatial matter field configurations. For the homogeneous, isotropic,

spatially closed, minisuperspace models with one scalar field that are the subject of this pa-

per, wave functions depend on the scale factor b determining the size of the spatial geometry

and the value ! of the homogeneous scalar field. Thus, ! = !(b, !).

A class of states of particular interest are those whose wave functions can be approximated

in the semiclassical form (or superpositions of such forms) to leading order in h̄

!(b, !) ! exp{["IR(b, !) + iS(b, !)]/h̄} (1.1)

in some region of superspace with both IR and S real and (#S)2 $ (#IR)2. These can

be shown to predict an ensemble of suitably coarse-grained Lorentzian histories with high

probabilities for correlations in time governed by classical deterministic laws for spacetime

geometry and matter fields. The action S determines the ensemble as in familiar Hamilton-

Jacobi theory. Classical histories not contained in the ensemble have zero probability in this

approximation. The classical histories that are members of the ensemble have probabilities

proportional to exp["2IR(b, !)]/h̄]. In this way the choice of a particular state becomes

predictive.

The no-boundary wave function is defined by the sum-over-histories

!(b, !) =

!

C

"a"# exp("I[a($), #($)]/h̄). (1.2)

Here, a($) and #($) are the histories of the scale factor and matter field and I[a($), #($)]

is their Euclidean action. The sum is over cosmological geometries that are regular on a

manifold with only one boundary at which a($) and #($) take the values b and !. The

integration is carried out along a suitable complex contour C which ensures the convergence

of (1.2) and the reality of the result [13].

For some ranges of b and ! it may happen that the integral in (1.2) can be approximated

by the method of steepest descents. Then the wave function will be well approximated by a

sum of terms of the form (1.1) — one for each extremizing history (a($), #($)) matching (b, !)

on the boundary of the manifold and regular elsewhere. In simple cases these extremizing

histories may describe the nucleation of a Lorentzian spacetime by a Euclidean instanton.

But in general they will be complex — “fuzzy instantons”. For each contribution IR(b, !)

is the real part of the action I[a($), #($)] evaluated at the extremizing history and "S(b, !)

4

pA = !AS

|!AIR|" |!AS|

Predicted ensemble of classical 
histories (WKB):

prob(class hist) ! exp("2IR/!)

Provided!

Classical Spacetime

where IR and S are the real and imaginary parts 
of the action at a saddle point of the 
NBWF defining integral. 

(integral curves of  S)

(classicality consdition)



TD Weighting favors Inflation

By itself, the NBWF + classicality favor low inflation, 
but we are are more likely to live in a universe that has 
undergone more inflation, because there are more 
places for us to be. 

p(!0|H0, ") ! exp(3N)p(!0) ! exp(3N " 2IR)

summary from Hertog talk



 Fluctuation Probabilities

• Fluctuations are large when 

• That is eternal inflation. 

horizon. This determines the bottom-up probabilities of the di!erent classical perturbed
histories predicted by the NBWF. Substituting the perturbation solutions (A5) in the action
(A6) and normalizing one obtains, for all wavenumbers n < exp(3!2

0/2),

p(z(n)|!0) !

!

"!n3

2#H2
!

exp

"

"
"!

2H2
!

n3z2
(n)

#

(4.9)

where " # $̇2/H2 is the usual slow-roll parameter. The subscript $ on a quantity in (4.9)
means it is evaluated at horizon crossing during inflation. Equation (4.9) specifies the
bottom-up probabilities of linear, classical perturbations around the homogeneous isotropic
histories predicted by the NBWF. One sees the probabilities of z(n)n3 are Gaussian, with
variance H2

!/"! characteristic of inflationary perturbations.
Although (4.9) was derived using the slow roll approximation for the fuzzy instantons, we

have numerically verified (Appendix A) that this result is accurate over most of the range
of !0 except near its lower bound !c

0, and for all modes that become classical except those
that leave the horizon towards the very end of inflation10.

C. Perturbed Classical Histories

The evolution of perturbations in a classical background universe (b(t), $(t)) is in gen-
eral given by a Schrödinger equation (3.6). However in regions of superspace where
S(2)(b(t), $(t), z) varies rapidly in z compared to I(2)(b(t), $(t), z) the semiclassical wave
function (4.8) predicts an ensemble of suitably coarse grained, classical, Lorentzian histo-
ries z(t) that with high probability lie along the integral curves of S(2)(b(t), $(t), z). Their
relative probabilities are given by (4.9), which is preserved along each history [5].

We have seen that in inflationary histories, perturbation modes behave classically when
their physical wavelength is larger than the Hubble radius. Since the modes that left the
horizon during inflation are responsible for the large-scale structure we observe today, it is
appropriate to evaluate the wave function of perturbations on a surface towards the end of
inflation and to coarse-grain over modes that are inside the horizon at that time11. The
values of the perturbation modes at the boundary, together with their derivatives, provide
Cauchy data for their future classical evolution12. The members of the classical ensemble of
perturbation histories obtained in this way can be labeled by (!0, %0).

Just after inflation ends the general solution for classical, long-wavelength (n % bH) per-
turbations (see e.g.[21]) implies the scalar metric perturbations remain essentially constant,
with a small oscillatory component due to the oscillations of the background scalar field.
The matter perturbation starts oscillating again when the Hubble radius becomes larger
than the scalar field Compton wavelength & 1/mb. This behavior can also be seen in Fig
3 (for m2 = .05), where inflation ends around y & O(60). In realistic models the energy

10 These corrections to (4.9) can in principle be calculated systematically, opening up the way to study the

small deviations from the Bunch-Davis vacuum implied by the NBWF as discussed in Section III.
11 The histories obtained by evolving forward Cauchy data taken at an earlier time, involving fewer modes,

can be viewed as a coarse-graining of these.
12 The evolution of perturbations backwards in time, towards the initial singularity or the bounce [5], is

generally not classical everywhere and can be obtained using (3.6). This will be discussed elsewhere.
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where     and      are the slow roll and expansion 
parameters when the mode leaves the horizon.   

N ! 1/m ! 106

Cobs
!

C!

"z(n)z(n!)#

!!

H!
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!
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V 3
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or

• NBWF fluctuations start in their ground 
state (Halliwell & Hawking).  Essentially the 
Bunch-Davies vacuum.



•classical spacetime -- Yes

•early homo/iso w. inflation -- Yes

•fluctuations start in ground state -- Yes

•arrows of time

•CMB, large scale structure

•isolated systems, separation of Planck scale

•topology of spacetime

•num. of large and small dims.

•num. of time dimensions

•coupling consts. of effective theories 
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Arrows of Time

•Fluctuation Arrow ---- growth of fluctuations

•Thermodynamic arrow --- growth of entropy

•Radiation arrow --- retardation of E&M radiation

•Psychological arrow --- past, present, and future

Our universe exhibits a number of arrows of time:



Arrows of Time

•Fluctuation Arrow ---- growth of fluctuations

•Thermodynamic arrow --- growth of entropy

•Radiation arrow --- retardation of E&M radiation

•Psychological arrow --- past, present, and future

Our universe exhibits a number of arrows of time:

These arrows can be explained by a particular quantum state
like the no-boundary wave function.  



NBWF Arrows of Time 

• NBWF fluctuations vanish at only one 
place on the fuzzy instanton --- the 
South Pole. 

• This means that fluctuations are small 
at only one of the places where the 
universe is small. 

• For example, for bouncing universe 
fluctuations increase away from the 
bounce on both sides. 

• Time’s arrow points in opposite 
directions on the opposite sides of 
the bounce.  

Hawking, Page, Laflamme, Lyons, Hertog, a.o.



CMB, Large Scale Structure
The NBWF predicts that typical histories become highly 
inhomogeneous on superhorizon scales due to 
fluctuations that leave the horizon during a regime of 
eternal inflation. (e.g. Creminelli, etal.)

Our Hubble volume is 
just a tiny, nearly 
uniform region on a vast 
reheating surface that is 
inhomogeneous on 
superhorizon scales. 



EI,CMB, Large Scale Structure
•Reheating surface 
volume is so large that 
top-down=bottom up

•Our observations are 
influenced only by events 
in our past light cone. 

•Coarse-grain (sum) over 
everything outside our 
past light cone and to the 
future. 

•Probabilities for the           
are same as for a universe 
with no big large scale 
fluctuations. 

(cosmic no-hair, specific calculations, dual formulations?)
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One Universe of Bubbles



Isolated Systems and 
Separation from the Planck Scale

• The behavior of subhorizon fluctuations is 
independent of specific superhorizon structure. 

• Fluctuations grow and collapse gravitationally to 
produce approximately isolated subsystems (galaxies, 
stars, planets, .....)

• The expansion of the universe separates high energy 
scales from local ones leaving evaporating black holes 
as the only subsystems for which Planck scale physics 
is important.



Isolated Systems and 
Separation from the Planck Scale

• The behavior of subhorizon fluctuations is 
independent of specific superhorizon structure. 

• Fluctuations grow and collapse gravitationally to 
produce approximately isolated subsystems (galaxies, 
stars, planets, .....)

• The expansion of the universe separates high energy 
scales from local ones leaving evaporating black holes 
as the only subsystems for which Planck scale physics 
is important.

Expansion + Nuclear physics + cosmic censorship
save us from local Planck scale physics.



•classical spacetime -- Yes

•early homo/iso w. inflation -- Yes

•fluctuations start in ground state -- Yes

•arrows of time --Yes

•CMB, large scale structure -- Yes

•isolated systems, separation of Planck scale --Yes

•topology of spacetime

•num. of large and small dimensions

•number of time dimensions

•coupling consts. of effective theories 
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Topology of 
Spacetime

•A spacetime is a manifold with a 
metric.  What is our manifold?

•Both the  manifold and the metric 
may be quantum variables that are 
summed over. 

•Some sum over topology is suggested 
by dualities (Maldacena, Hawking).

•Among known real saddle points the 
simplest topology has the least action.  
S2 x S2 , Page metric,  Gibbons, a.o. 
Topology costs action. 

•But we have little information about 
the complex saddle points on 
topologically complex manifolds. 
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Spacetime

•A spacetime is a manifold with a 
metric.  What is our manifold?

•Both the  manifold and the metric 
may be quantum variables that are 
summed over. 

•Some sum over topology is suggested 
by dualities (Maldacena, Hawking).

•Among known real saddle points the 
simplest topology has the least action.  
S2 x S2 , Page metric,  Gibbons, a.o. 
Topology costs action. 

•But we have little information about 
the complex saddle points on 
topologically complex manifolds. 

No evidence for interesting topology 
from the CMB. (Spergel talk)



Topology of 
Spacetime

•A spacetime is a manifold with a 
metric.  What is our manifold?

•Both the  manifold and the metric 
may be quantum variables that are 
summed over. 

•Some sum over topology is suggested 
by dualities (Maldacena, Hawking).

•Among known real saddle points the 
simplest topology has the least action.  
S2 x S2 , Page metric,  Gibbons, a.o. 
Topology costs action. 

•But we have little information about 
the complex saddle points on 
topologically complex manifolds. 



Large and Small 
Dimensions

Given that we observe 
four large dimensions, 
what is the probability 

that the others are small?



Number of Time Directions
in Classical Spacetimes

Four-dimensional saddle-
point geometries can be 
constructed by matching a 
real Euclidean geometry to a 
real Lorentzian geometry 
across a three-dimensional 
spacelike surface. 

But this is possible only if the 
Lorentzian geomety has just 
one time dimension. 

match
euc

lor



A Model Landscape

•Different minima K with

•Objective: The probability                     for the 
parameters of our minimum given our data D. 

and big potential barriers between them (no 
tunneling in leading order semiclassical.)

•Which minimum we are in is a question of 
history. What is the probability we rolled down 
one hill or another.?

p(WSR) !
N1p(1)

N1p(1) + N2p(2)

p(WSR) !
p(1)

p(1) + N2pEp(2)
! 1

p(WSR) ! p(1)

p(k)p(Y |k)nY p(G|k)nG = 0

p(Y |k)

p(G|k) = 1 " p(Y |k)

p(WSY ) =
!

k

p(Y |k)p(k)

p(WSY ) =
!

kj

p(Y |jk)p(j|k)p(k)
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Mechanisms for the Selection 
of Landscape Regions (`Potentials’) 

• Selection for potentials that allow a classical realm 
(an ensemble of classical histories.)

• Selection for potentials that allow eternal inflation.

• Selection for histories around a given minimum  
that have the lowest exit from eternal inflation.

• Selection `anthropically‘ for parameters consistent 
with our local data. 



Anthropic Reasoning is Automatic in 
Quantum Cosmology
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But the priors p(Λ) are supplied by the state, 
not flat priors representing ignorance.



Predicting Λ m from NBWF

We are interested in the probability                       
for the parameters given some part of our data D.
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Take D to include the fact that we live in a Hubble 
volume of  galaxies 13.7Gyr after the big bang.
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             is the expected number of galaxies in a 
Hubble volume in the state of the fluctuations.     is 
the probability that we evolved in one galaxy --- 
small, unknown, but cancels out. 
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anthropically allowed. 
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Weinberg got good 
results by putting in the 
observed m and assuming 
a uniform prior for Λ.
But Livio & Rees, Tegmark & Rees etc showed the result 
got worse by letting Q scan with uniform priors on both.  
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Weinberg got good 
results by putting in the 
observed m and assuming 
a uniform prior for Λ.
But Livio & Rees, Tegmark & Rees etc showed the result 
got worse by letting Q scan with uniform priors on both.  

But the NBWF supplies the prior!



NBWF Aided
Anthropics
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NBWF favors the lowest 
value of Q in the 
anthrop. allowed range. 

This restores Weinberg’s anthropic argument for Λ.
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•The early universe is simple -- 
homogeneous, isotropic, matter 
nearly in thermal equilibrium...

•The middle universe is complex-- 
varied inhomogeneous structures 
(galaxies, stars, planets, biota, ....

•The late universe will be simple -- 
no protons, no stars, no black holes, 
no light....
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•The early universe is simple -- 
homogeneous, isotropic, matter 
nearly in thermal equilibrium...

•The middle universe is complex-- 
varied inhomogeneous structures 
(galaxies, stars, planets, biota, ....

•The late universe will be simple -- 
no protons, no stars, no black holes, 
no light....

Is there a connection between 
mathematical simplicity of the 
theory and physical simplicity of its 
predictions?

Simplicity, Complexity, Simplicity



classical lorentzian spacetime yes
early homo/iso + inflation yes

fluctuations start in ground state yes
arrows of time yes

CMB, large scale structure yes
isolated systems yes

topology of spacetime hints
num. of large & small dimensions 

number of time dimensions hints
coupling consts. of effect. theories some

complexity from simplicity
connected to fundamental theory recent 

progress

Scorecard for the
 N

o-Boundary W
ave Function
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